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Chicago Fashion Magazine is a premiere Chicago based web fashion magazine
that is following up all Chicago fashion activities and placing its emphasis on
educating the public about new fashion styles and world trends. We are putting
accents on designers, retailers, department stores, products and services
available in the American marketplace and specifically in the Chicagoland area.

The challenge for the CFM team is to always be at the cutting edge of trends in
order to reveal Chicago’s best shopping places, new undiscovered designers,
and retail houses. As a result, our website offers an easy way for readers to
navigate their favorite stores and learn more about what is close to their
neighborhood for a better shopping experience. Features include fashion trends,
fashion designers, boutiques, beauty products, and all local fashion events.

Our main goal is to help small fashion based businesses grow and help large
retail stores and design houses bring their business closer to the Chicago
public.

Chicago Fashion Magazine Corp. believes in building a strong marketing
partnership and creating value for our clients . We are confident that CFM will
be a strong marketing vehicle for you. After you have had a chance to review
the enclosed information, please do not hesitate to contact us with any
questions.
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The Chicago Fashion Magazine reader is cultured, refined and sophisticated, and
is always seeking the latest places where they can purchase the hottest trends
and new fashion arrivals.

Our CFM audience enjoys reading, appreciates design and photography, seeks
ideas for his/her own style and is anxious to discover new shopping places and
fashion trends and buy the products and services advertised therein..
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~ Over two-thirds of CFM readers have high purchasing power
~ The average age of the CFM reader is 35
~ 70% of readers are women and 30% men

Source: Web Based Survey and Stat Counter

~  74% consider the advertisements in CFM to be very interesting

~ 96% consider the content of CFM to be useful or essential for their
   shopping experiences
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Are you targeting the Chicago Fashion Market? Do you want Chicagoans to buy
your product or visit your website?

According to our August 2005 statistics, the CFM website received over 66,000 hits
with over 5,000 unique visitors and our popularity is rapidly growing.*

The CFM website also ranks very high on many popular search engines including
Yahoo.com, Google.com, MSN.com, Alexa.com, Netscape etc. based on the
following keywords: *

 - Chicago Fashion   - Chicago Fashion Clothes
 - Chicago Fashion Shops   - Chicago Fashion Boutiques
 - Chicago Fashion Designers  - Chicago Fashion Jewelry
 - Chicago Fashion Events   - Chicago Fashion Accessories
 - Chicago Fashion Stores   - Chicago Fashion Styles
 - Chicago Fashion News   - Chicago Fashion Sport
 - Chicago Sport Clothes   - Chicago Fashion Trends etc.

The CFM website is usually listed between the first ten listings as compared
in some cases with over 15,000,000 websites with similar web contents. In many
cases, the CFM website is predominant in many keyword searches.

Placing your ad on one of our pages can bring new potential buyers to your
company’s website in addition to putting your website on those search engines above
competitors. As a result, your exposure on the CFM site will prove to be beneficial. 
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*Statistics Sources: StatCounter.com and Marketleap.com
Yahoo! logo is copyrighted and registered trademark of Yahoo!, Inc., MSN logo is copyrighted and registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Google logo is copyrighted and registered trademark of Google, Inc., Alexa logo is copyrighted and registered trademark of Alexa Internet, Inc.
Netscape logo is copyrighted and registered trademark of Netscape Communications Corp.
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Like our readers, every advertiser defines success differently.  That is why CFM
offers a range of programs flexible enough to reach advertisers’ desired audience
and robust enough to meet their specific marketing objectives.

Advertisers benefit from programs that make the most of the magazine’s
unique relationship with its readers.

Shops Directory Listing
This Directory Listing is made for our readers to locate their favorite stores and
organize their shopping day based on their location. Listing Includes logo, short
description, physical address, phone number and link to business web site.
We offer advanced placement under the heading “Editor’s Favorites” which enables
the listing to be at the top of the page.

Monthly Email Newsletter to thousands of CFM Readers
Personal Shopper Section is included in our monthly email newsletter and
features special offers exclusively to CFM readers. It includes photo banner ad
directly linked to your website, three lines of text describing an offer, company address,
phone number and website. Direct link to the printable coupon optional.

Banner Ad
Increase your online presence while time branding your product or service with an
Ad that links to your web site. Banner Ads can be established in monthly or quarterly
increments and may appear on the front page or throughout a specified Directory
(i.e., News, Press, Designers, Events, Shops, Forum etc.). Placing one banner ad
will include your listing in the Shops Directory for one year for free at no charge.
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Magazines Connect
Magazine ad content makes consumers laugh, think, desire, smile etc..
In short, magazine ads make people react - and connect with advertisers’ brands.

Magazines and Advertising Return on Investment (ROI)
Magazines are the strongest media contributors to ROI regardless of budget,
category, position, seasonality, and brand longevity.

Magazines Supply Credibility
Consumers trust and prefer magazine advertising more than other media outlets.
Magazine Ads Last: Consumers refer to magazines multiple times giving
advertisers the opportunity for added exposure.

Magazines Sell
Multiple studies have demonstrated that allocating more money to magazines
improves marketing and advertising ROI across a broad range of product
categories.
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Sources: Initiative, MRI, ROI for DTC, Sales Scan, Media Choices




